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GOOD nIGHT.
W E W I S H Y O U A

We are the copers, seethers, all those who REEEEEE for
missing each airdrop. When they say GM, we say GN!
The true $GN token, which was 100% fair, launched with
absolutely no presale, whitelist or team tokens; 50% of
the liquidity was added to the supply, and 50% was
burned upon launch.

Given all these keys to success, it will moon at night
when gmers are asleep.

The concept of $GN came about as an idea to provide
those who missed out on the $ENS airdrop and various
other pumps with a moonshot-esque opportunity.

This premise started $GN. But for as much fun as this
might be, we know that building a project needs more
than memes and wojaks. Because of this, we intend to
take radical steps forward.

And that’s precisely what we are doing.
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THE NIGHTVERSE.
A W O R L D Y O U C A N D R E A M .

You may all have heard about the Metaverse at this point.

Yes, we know. It’s quite a bit overused and even reading that
word or any -verse kind of thing, makes your crypto-senses
tingle. But do not worry, we know. We understand the
frustrations that come with seeing or hearing buzzwords on
every project’s front page, only to see them fall short. We
promise you; we will outperform all expectations.

“Sleep is essential. From daily mood and happiness to
productivity and long-term health, sleep is fundamental to a
life well-lived. Each person’s sleep is different.”

With night comes sleep; with sleep comes the extraordinary
experience of a dreamscape. Drawing on the fascination of
dreams and the endless imaginative experiences one can
have, $GN aims to partner with award-winning creators &
artists to harness the full potential of a community lead-and-
made digital playground.

A nightworld. But Bigger. A Nightverse.

We already hear you asking. “Wut? What’s that, what’s the
difference?” We already told you, we want you to have a GN.

But what does GOOD actually mean, Anon?
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great night.
Y O U A R E G O N N A H A V E A

F I G U R E 0 1

The concept here is pretty simple.

GOOD can be a nuanced word and expression, it can
convey different meanings for different people.

What you may want, or need, is a good night of sleep,
or -we hear you - a good party night.

What marks the difference in the Real World?

Well. You do.

So why not be able to decide what a good night is
gonna be for you even in a virtual world?

And in a pure crypto fashion, why not be able to trade
and earn some profits, while doing that?

A concept reference by
Ilya Shapko as an
example of what
Nightverse DREAMS NFTs
are going to look like.
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F I G U R E 0 2
Yes, of course you
are gonna be able to
swim with whales in
the Nightverse.

METAVERSE.
W H A T R E A L LY I S A

“What’s the difference with a common game?”

In short, a metaverse is (as defined by “Meta”) the next
evolution of social connection. Within the realm of
cryptocurrency, one could bridge the concept of a network
of always-on virtual environments with various
collaborative measures and unique integration.

For instance, an ecosystem that encompasses various
tokens, universal staking, MMORPGs, AR NFT experiences,
and ultimately real-world integration. $GN aims to realize
the three critical components of what makes a metaverse
tick: presence, interoperability and standardization.
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3 principles.
T H E M E T A V E R S E ’ S

Presence ->
The feeling of being in a virtual space -> within the world of
cryptocurrency feeling encompassed in our own
blockchain through investment within an ERC-20 token
($GN). Considering this is already a virtual space,
heightening the sense of value and community through
various efforts is at the forefront of our plans.

Interoperability ->
The ability to travel between virtual spaces seamlessly. Our
Staking farms’ development provides varying yet satisfying
returns when one stakes GN tokens with other meme
protocols. Furthermore, our AR+ NFTs (inspired by the
fantastic ECOMI NFTs) will be able to be purchased with
$GN tokens at a discount.

Standardization ->
What allows interoperability of our services to occur across
our metaverse. Our $GN portal, which will be available at
the end of Q1 2022, will seamlessly bridge all of our
functions
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the nightverse.
B U I L D I N G U P Y O U R D R E A M S I N

Let’s try keeping things real simple. We
could say something like: this aims to be
a sort Olympus Dao, but with NFTS.

But we’d like to explain the concept in
simpler terms, that every crypto
enthusiast is goint to be able to
understand:

- By staking your $GNs in our platform
(see figure 03 as a reference), you are
are going to earn a variable amount of
$SHARD NFTs every epoch.

- $SHARDs are not ERC-20 tokens, they
are ERC-1155 NFTs. They will be rewarded
to stakers of $GN every epoch. These
$SHARDs will be a random component
that can be used to build DREAMS NFTs.

- The DREAMS NFTs created are all going
to be unique. Users can either trade
them, or collect and use them in the
Nightverse.

YOUR EARNINGS

F I G U R E 0 3

F I G U R E 0 4

By Staking your $GN, you
are gonna be able to
earn NFT $SHARDS that
you can use to build up
your Dreams.

Don’t worry we are
keeping the wojaks. ( gn , gn )
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DETAILS.
T H E O T H E R J U I C Y

TOKENOMICS ->
Token count: 1 trillion (50% token burn)
500 billion Circulating supply
3% Buy tax
15% Sell tax (to prevent dumping)

ROADMAP ->
- 50% Burn upon launch/Uniswap
- CoinMarketCap and CoinGecko listings
- Influencer and celebrity partnerships
- 2000 telegram members and 4000 holders
- Pushing Discord membership
- Work on NFT collection and beginnings of an expansive
Nightverse.
- Collaboration with fellow projects (shhh)
- Initial CEX listings
- 10000 telegram members 6000 holders
- Early-stage release of Metaverse details and
collaboration partners
- Continuous roll-out of partnerships and CEX listings


